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FAST FACTS
HTNCC
Sgt. Marie-Claude Arsenault

The Human Trafficking National Coordination Centre (HTNCC) will be releasing a news letter (Fast Facts) on human trafficking. For now, the Fast Facts will
be released quarterly (Jan, April, July and October) in French and English. It will
include information about law enforcement initiatives and activities, statistics,
feature cases, training for law enforcement, best practices, regional features etc. If you would like to contribute to the Fast Facts on any of the above
noted items, please send your information to Nick St-Francois at nicolas.stfrancois@rcmp-grc.gc.ca.
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tronic presentation,
Q&As, & fact sheets) as
well as a video have been
created in support of this
initiative. The HTNCC
has worked in collaboration with RCMP Youth
Services along with law
enforcement partners,
service providers and
youth groups on this initiative. The youth toolkit
will be distributed to

RCMP and local police
school liaison officers to
introduce into high
schools and youth centres
across the country. The
toolkit will also be introduced to school boards.
The toolkit will officially
be launched in the fall of
2012. If you would like to
receive a sample toolkit.
Please contact the
HTNCC.
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Human Trafficking ToolKit
HT Awareness Toolkits
for law enforcement,
service providers and
the public
The HTNCC and regional human trafficking
awareness coordinators
(HTACs) continue to
receive requests for HT
toolkits, which contain
material such as posters,
pamphlets, Q&As, fact
sheets, a video, and a

handbook for police officers. More than 12,000
of these toolkits have
been distributed across
the country:
8,650 to law enforcement


If you would like to receive a HT toolkit copy,
please contact the
HTNCC at 613-998-0508
or 1-855-850-4640 or
htncc-cnctp@rcmpgrc.gc.ca.

4,209 to government/
non-governmental organizations (NGOs)/public


1,400 to Aboriginal
communities


HT Awareness
The HTNCC and the HTACs continue to receive requests for awareness presentations. In collaboration with various partner agencies, they have provided HT
awareness workshops/sessions to more than 34,000 individuals across Canada:
 18,401 law enforcement
 4,511 government personnel
 16,758 NGOs/public
Summary of human
trafficking convictions
As of September, 2012:




PROSECUTION
Summary of human trafficking
cases before the courts

24 cases of HT where
convictions were secured.

As of September, 2012:


Approximately 69 HT cases
before the courts.

48 individuals were
convicted of HT offences and or HT related offences (i.e. forcible confinement , sexual assault, procuring ,
conspiracy, participating in a criminal organization).



Approximately 115 accused.



Approximately 164 victims.

Note: There are numerous HT
cases where HT charges were not
laid due to various reasons (i.e.
victim not cooperating with police)
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The HTNCC is
currently developing a
list of NGOs and
victim service
organizations across
the country that can
help law enforcement
with victim assistance.
The HTNCC is finalizing a victim centered
human trafficking investigator’s guidebook
to assist law enforcement in working with
victims of this crime.

Human trafficking training
Online Human Trafficking Course for Law Enforcement
In partnership with the Canadian Police Knowledge Network (CPKN), the
HTNCC recently developed an online training course for law enforcement to provide them with tools to assist with their investigations. This course is available on
the CPKN website and on the RCMPs Agora system. The course is currently available in English only; the French version is expected to be released in the fall of
2012.

Human Trafficking Course at the Canadian Police College
The HTNCC, in collaboration with the Canadian Police College and numerous law
enforcement agencies, has developed a HT course for police officers working in
specialized units who investigate or are likely to investigate this crime. The first pilot course was held from May 28th to June 1st, 2012 at the Canadian Police College
in Ottawa. The course was attended by 24 police officers from municipal, provincial and national police organizations and proved to be very successful.
The next course is scheduled for November 2012. To register, please go to http://
www.cpc.gc.ca/

Intelligence

The HTNCC would like
to thank all law enforcement agencies that are supporting and sharing intelligence with us on a continuous basis.

The HTNCC continues to gather
intelligence on HT in an effort to
identify trends and links to assist law
enforcement in prioritizing their operations. The HTNCC is currently
working on a threat assessment to
assess the nature and the extent of
domestic human trafficking for
sexual exploitation in Canada. The
analysis will aim to identify and characterize traffickers and to provide
insight into victims’ circumstances
including their vulnerabilities and
backgrounds. The assessment will
outline HT and related offences in
Canada and the interprovincial links.
Since the 2010 release of Project SECLUSION - Human Trafficking in
Canada, numerous domestic HT cases have been brought to the attention of the HTNCC warranting further analysis. The extent of this crime

and the number of victims, however, remains under-reported.
Trafficking for sexual exploitation
occurs in business fronts such as
escort agencies, massage parlors,
and exotic dance clubs, making it
difficult to detect. The vulnerabilities of the victims and their reluctance to come forward and cooperate with law enforcement make
prosecution against the trafficker
difficult. Therefore, intelligence
identifying new trends, vulnerabilities, challenges and gaps is needed
in order to support law enforcement in their fight against this
crime.
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Partnerships are essential;
the RCMP continues to
build partnerships with
law enforcement,
government agencies,
NGOs and the public to
assist victims of HT and
prosecute traffickers.

PARTNERSHIPS
National Human Trafficking Conference
In March 2011, the
HTNCC partnered with
the Ottawa Police Service
(OPS) to co-host Canada’s first national conference on HT, since the
creation of the HT laws
in the criminal code. The
conference titled “Moving
Forward Together – An
Integrated Response to
Human Trafficking,”

brought together 300 law
enforcement, prosecutors,
victim service agencies,
NGOs and government
representatives from
across the country in an
effort to pro-actively
tackle challenges and find
appropriate solutions.
The conference was very
successful. Recommendations were made under

each of the four P’s: prevention, prosecution, protection, and partnerships
and were used as a foundation for the development of the RCMP’s National Strategy to Combat
Human Trafficking.

Suggestions from the conference for the way-forward:
 Creation of national/provincial/territorial focus and working
groups;

HTNCC NETWORK
The HTNCC has a network of approximately
200 police officers across
Canada who are involved
in HT issues. If you
would like to share information, intelligence, best
practices or training opportunities with this network or you are simply
looking for a contact in a
particular area, please feel
free to contact us.



Hosting regional workshops and/or round tables with various
stakeholders allowing for more participatory group discussions
focusing on outcomes and how to achieve them;



Address the ‘demand’,



Address overall ‘prevention’ as well as prevention at the border;



Address gender inequality, normalization of men using women
as a commodity

Human Trafficking Awareness Coordinators (HTACs)
The HTNCC is supported by the HTACs in the regions across Canada. The
HTNCC continues to raise awareness among and maintain strong relationships
with law enforcement, government agencies, NGOs and the public in all the provinces and territories. The HTACs participate in anti-trafficking coalitions and
groups within their regions. These established networks are critical for police and
NGOs to identify and assist victims of HT.
Atlantic Region - Robin Churchill (robin.churchill@rcmp-grc.gc.ca)
Quebec - Annie Robert (annie.robert@rcmp-grc.gc.ca)
Ontario - Marty VanDoren (marty.vandoren@rcmp-grc.gc.ca)
National Capital Area - Lucien Remillard (lucien.remillard@rcmp-grc.gc.ca)
North West Region - Cindy Kovalak (cindy.kovalak@rcmp-grc.gc.ca)
Pacific Region - Jassy Bindra (jassy.bindra@rcmp-grc.gc.ca)
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Interpol Task Force on Human Trafficking (ITHT)
The HTNCC is a member of
the ITHT. The ITHT is the
only international body that
promotes communication and
facilitates interaction with the
international law enforcement
community. Participating countries meet regularly to share
and gather intelligence on new
global human trafficking trends
and share best practices for

combating this crime. The
ITHT is also responsible for
capacity building in various
countries around the world.

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
The HTNCC worked with the
US Human Smuggling and Trafficking Centre on a MOU to
exchange information and intelligence on HT. In March 2012,
the MOU was signed by the
Minister of Public Safety, Vic
Toews, the Secretary of the
United States Department of
Homeland Security, Janet Napolitano, and the

Attorney General, United
States Department of Justice,
Eric Holder. The MOU enables law enforcement in Canada and the United States to
effectively work together to
combat HT.

Ghana Human Trafficking Delegation Visits Ottawa
Law enforcement officers from Ghana,
West Africa, recently visited Canada in
an effort to learn more about how the
RCMP handles HT. Ghana, like Canada, is a member of the Interpol Task
Force on Human Trafficking (ITHT).
The partnership between Canada and
Ghana has been extremely valuable.
In support of the ITHT, in 2009 and
2010, RCMP officers traveled to Ghana
to offer training for local law enforcement officers and government officials.
The goal of the training was to identify
HT situations and provide assistance to
victims. As a result of this training,

more than a hundred children between the ages of 5 and 17 were rescued from several forced-labour situations including dangerous fishing and
mining operations
The HTNCC is aware that victims are
brought to Canada from West Africa.
Earlier this month, individuals from
West Africa were rescued from the
hands of traffickers as they were being
moved from the USA into Canada
through Cornwall, Ontario.
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FEATURED CASES
Human Trafficking Conviction in Montreal
In August 2012, a court decision was rendered following the lengthy trial of Iman HOSSEINI. Hosseini
was charged with three counts of procuring, one charge of assault causing bodily harm and one count of
human trafficking. The judge found Hosseini guilty in a long and elaborate ruling on all counts.
This is the first human trafficking conviction following a trial in Montreal. It creates an important precedent for future cases and cases currently before the courts. Congratulations to the City of Montreal Police
Service and the prosecutor.

Another Arrest Made in the “OPAPA” Investigation
On July 26, 2012, members of the
RCMP along with the CBSA arrested
another person in relation to RCMP
project “OPAPA”.
Attila KOLOMPAR Jr., 18 years old,
was arrested without incident at a residence in Toronto. KOLOMPAR was
wanted on a Canada wide warrant issued on July 25, 2012. KOLOMPAR
was charged under the Criminal Code
with Participating in a Criminal Organization, two (2) counts of Fraud

under $5,000, and two (2) counts of
Breach of Probation.
“I am extremely proud of the excellent working relationship forged between the RCMP Immigration and
Passport investigators and Canada
Border Services Agency officers, who
together have successfully dismantled
this criminal organization.”, said Sgt.
Kevin Serniuk (Non-Commissioned
Officer In Charge of the RCMP Hamilton/Niagara Regional Detachment -

Immigration and Passport Section).
Project “Opapa” is an RCMP led
investigation that targeted a HT
ring that operated in the Hamilton
area. The victims were recruited
from their homes in Hungary to
work for their traffickers in the construction industry.

Your suggestions, comments and concerns are welcome on all matters contained herein. Thank you in
advance for your collaboration and please direct your correspondence to:
Nick ST-Francois
Administrative / Operational Support
Human Trafficking National Coordination Centre
1200 Vanier Parkway, Room G529
Ottawa, ON K1A 0R2
Phone: (613) 998-0508 or 1-855-850-4640
Fax: (613) 993-4037
Nicolas.St-Francois@rcmp-grc.gc.ca

To learn more about HT, the work of the HTNCC or to request a copy of Canada’s first ever
HT threat assessment, go to http://www.rcmp-grc.gc.ca/ht-tp/index-eng.htm.

